Abstract In this essay I shall examine the representation of aggression and its issues in the model animal, the Fruit Fly, Drosophila melanogaster. The Fruit Fly is the model animal for genetics and more recently neuroscience. On the basis of its behaviour conclusions are being drawn that will help in the development of new treatments for clinical entities like aggression and anxiety disorders-the author questions those findings and asks whether more should be done to focus on the actual biology and behaviour-the Umwelt, instead of trying to bridge the gulf between invertebrate and human behaviours.
specific behaviour (i.e. one behaviour of the animal's repertoire). From this one can create an ethogram. Watching fruit flies on the videos produced by the various laboratories, I realised just how difficult a task this is to do. It is very difficult to distinguish exactly when a fly is being agonistic in its nature. Indeed there are several overlaps in the units of three adaptive behaviours, namely, the ingestive or feeding, sexual or reproductive and the agonistic or aggressive. The isolation of distinct behaviours is exacerbated by the experiment's set up which included two very important attractants that are stimuli for two behaviours. These are sexual attractants (sex pheromones) emanating from decapitated female fruit flies, and the food mix used to attract them.
The Distinction between Agonistic behaviour and Aggression
An animal in an agonistic encounter is not necessarily aggressive. Much of this behaviour involves non contact outputs such as grooming, signalling, flight, and so on. The actual aggressive acts are limited. Aggression is a component of agonistic behaviour.
The Units of an Ethogram should be Parsimonious
In the fruit fly agonistic ethogram, the researchers since 1915 have described the movements using martial terms drawn from fencing and boxing. (Sturtevant 1915) While these are descriptive they tend also to suggest a homology with human aggressive acts that involve higher cognitive operations. This is not just a matter of semantics, as many experiments are conducted with the explicit object of discovering expression and connections of genes associated with agonistic behaviour in the fly so that similar biological components can be located in the human genome and systems. Tables 1 and 2 Ingestive Agonistic Sexual (Scott 1956, p. 215) 
Check the Modalities
From research on the cross-modality of olfactory and visual systems we can know that an odorant can override the visual circuitry in the navigation programme-here we have conflicting triggers that belong to two different adaptive behaviours. (Guo and Guo 2005) . Doesn't the "noise" of the female's presence contaminate the findings? Isn't it also conceivable that when she is killed that like other insects alarm pheromones and necromones are produced? Perhaps not as according to one article the male flies sometimes tried to copulate with her. (Chen et al. 2002 ) Nevertheless, we could given the putative pheromones so far discovered hypothesise that in the agonistic zone there might be the following additional types of pheromones: (Source www.flybase, Ferveur 2007) .
The Analysis of One Component of the Fruit Fly Agonistic Algorithm. "The Wing Threat"
Interestingly the units of behaviour observed in male-male aggression are also seen in the fruit fly courtship ethogram, though with significant mechanical differences. (Ejima and Griffith 2007, p. 4847, Spieth 1974, 387-388) For example in the agonistic behaviour algorithm, the wing threat is simply the movement of the wings to a 45 degree position, which constitutes a threat display, whereas in the case of the courtship behaviour, the male fly will vibrate its wings so as to send an acoustic signal of fitness to the female, the so-called "Drosophila love song". (Ejima, ibid; Chen ibid.) A comparison of these two movements is useful in identifying underlying problems in the approaches of neuroscience researchers. The wing threat is viewed as a visual form of communication, "cue", whereas the wing vibration is seen as more complex in cognitive terms. But is this the case? Are both wing movements not variations on the preparation for flight mode? In this case the mechanical movement in a wing threat might be just a transition reflex between flight and fight, and not a visual cue. Another explanation is suggested by the chemical communication system of arthropods. The wings of a fruit fly have hydrocarbons that constitute pheromones. It might be conceivable that the function of the wing threat is to actually extend the surface of inter-fly communication. The same is true of the wing vibration which could be used to fan pheromones.
The Neurotransmission Systems
In the agonistic encounter we can hypothesise that the systems involved are the following.
What we cannot know is how these systems interact. They are not strictly structural or circuits, but complex biochemical processes. Furthermore they do not function in isolation from the body but must be linked to homeostatic systems. (Paulus 2007 ) ( On top of this we must in put factors such as learning, experience, memory, state of development, gender, and so on. Research is often monodirectional, based on a Neuron Doctrine or single neurotransmitter system. The overemphasis on serotonin (5-HT) is a classical example.
Bridging Insect Agonistic Behaviour and Human Violence
Psychopathological violence in criminals and intensely aggressive fruitflies and rodents are studied with novel behavioral, neural biological and genetic approaches that characterize the escalation from adaptive aggression to violence. The fruitless (FruM) gene in octopamine neurons, the estrogen receptor gene, immediate early genes in discrete serotonin and GABA neurons, genes for serotonin receptors subtypes and transporters identify sexually differentiated mechanisms for escalated aggression. Chaired by Klaus A. Miczek and co-chaired by Rose Maria M.de Almeida. San Diego California November 3-7 Symposium Cognition Behavior: Neurobiology of Escalated Aggression and Violence.
In recent years the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster has become the "comeback kid" in biology, though some might question whether research on this model animal ever peaked. The initial interest in the fruit fly goes back to the days of Thomas Hunt Morgan and his infamous "fly room" the ground zero of the genetics movement. (Brookes 2001 ) Today the focus is on the "black box"-on an understanding of the genetic and neural bases of behaviours like courtship and aggression. When one discovers a gene and how it is expressed in the fruit fly, then one can proceed to connect this with the various systems involved in behavioural outputs, and later it should be possible to find correlates in humans. (2006)).
The Angry Fruit Fly
The charges and tussles of the male Drosophila appear to be forms of aggression. (Jacobs 1960, p.186) If Sigmund Freud were to place the tiny fruit fly on the couch, and he were for one moment to forget it was a fly, his approach to the problem of its "head butting" and "lunging" behaviours would include a discussion in terms of the sex or Eros instinct and then secondly in his later work in terms of the Death or Thanatos instinct. (Freud 1948 (Freud [1922 ) Both theories were developed from a hard-wired physicalist but vitalist theory of energy force (life-force) which also is behind the dominant theory of aggression in the twentieth century, namely Konrad Lorenz's psycho-hydraulic theory (Lorenz 1966) , one which was later discounted by Lehrman. (Lehrman 1953) Lorenz had ignored Darwinian theories of evolution and selection, and the discoveries in the nascent field of neuroscience. Of course another problem here is the whole bias of Freudian psychology -aggression and anger is seen as negative. For the fly this is not the case. It is this fact which creates a moral chasm between the model animal and the human. While we might see homologues at the genetic level, some similarities in the neurotransmission, there are differences in the behaviours. Moreover there is also an explanatory gap between the molecular level and the behaviour level even in the fly. Let us ask some basic questions.
1. Is the fruit fly ever angry? 2. Is the fruit fly ever aggressive? 3. Is the fruit fly ever violent? 4. Is the fruit fly ever "intentionally" 1,2,3,4?
The answer to the first is quite simple. The fruit fly lacks the neurobiology hardware and software to be angry. (Panksepp 2005, p. 187) . Other mammals do share these (subcortical circuits) and Panksepp makes a strong case for making a "bridge" between them and humans. In the case of second this is true if we consider how aggression is defined by ethologists. It is a component within a larger adaptive behaviour (agonistic) as developed by Scott in 1956 . With regard to the question of whether a fly is ever violent, this is easier to answer, because violence is generally thought to be an excessive and inappropriate/immoral/illegal use of force. A fly does not have the mens rea to act violently! We can from this describe the differences between invertebrate and vertebrate aggression as follows:
Representation of Agonistic and Aggressive Behaviours in Fruit Flies and Humans
We can interview a human. This is how we find out how a person feels. Indeed this is the standard approach for the diagnosis of clinical entities in the United States. The number of illnesses has multiplied in the past years. A thousand-fold. However the number of aggressions in animals has remained fairly stable, except in the case of companion animals, where the number of types has gone up in accordance to the "switch" from human applications for anti-depressants to humans. The fruit fly's agonistic behaviour is a much reduced version of its behaviour (for sequence analysis purposes), and only an external version.
Hierarchical Levels of Research into Aggression
We can not be sure whether the goal-directed behaviour of a fruit fly fits into the modified frustration-aggression models, as we do not know if its simple system has a correlate at this level, we can however hypothesise that emotions evolved and that it is conceivable within its brain and given the presence of several neurobiological elements, it "feels" in a fruit-fly manner, but it does not "feel" anger as we know it. From its approach to an agonistic zone, we know that pheromones play a significant and integrated role in its cognitive behaviour, and this fact should be further researched. As there are millions of species of insects, of which Drosophila melanogaster is but one, we should make an effort to seek more data about their behaviours. With this point in mind, more attention should be paid to the biology and behaviour of the animals as animals and not as systems in the product pipeline of a new "serenics". It is a paradox in this research that the scientists have for years laughed at folk psychology, but here we see everything being anthropomorphised: the genome, the genes, the expression, the neurobiological components, and even the behaviour which is described in human martial terms. Below is a diagram of how the fly fits into the scheme of things, in this case dominance aggression/separation anxiety syndrome disorder treatments. (From forthcoming article on companion animals).
